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"Aloha can mean
hello or
goodbye--which
makes it the perfect
word for sixth grader
Nate Wright. Why?
Because Nate doesn't
know whether he's
coming or going. Will
his romance with
Daisy sizzle or fizzle?
Will his hair survive
Teddy's cut-rate
barber skills? And
when Nate spots a
crime in progress at
Klassic Komix, can he
find his inner
superhero?"

Thirteen-year-olds
Cooper Goodman
and Justice and
Liberty Gordon
investigate the
eccentric residents
of Windy Bottom,
Georgia, after the
remains of Coop's
long-missing
grandmother are
uncovered and his
Gramps is the prime
suspect.

When King Charming
and his brothers set
out to purge the
Dwarf Forests of
outlaws and rule it
themselves, they
must face the most
feared outlaw,
Goldilocks--and then,
their wives.

A gripping graphic
novel adaptation of
Lauren Tarshis's
bestselling I Survived
the Attacks of
September 11, 2001, in
time for the 20th
anniversary of 9/11.



While trying to bury a
shoe in the backyard,
a young dog who
lives with two humans
and three cats is
transported to a
world filled with
magic, adventure,
and one giant,
grumpy monster.

Months after
confronting the
legendary La
Llorona, Paola starts
dreaming again, this
time about
fantasmas that are
stalking her and
someone who might
be even more
dangerous--her
estranged father.

While his evil pet cat
Klawde, an exiled
emperor from across
the universe, faces a
treasonous plot to
overthrow him, Raj
has to survive an
even more perilous
group: the students
and parents of the
Elba Middle School
newspaper club.

"In the ninth and
latest addition to the
New York Times
bestselling Spy
School series, Ben
Ripley faces his
nemesis, Murray Hill,
on the high seas"

The hard-to-handle
third graders at
Bailey Elementary
School wonder if
their new teacher,
Mrs. Jeepers, who
just moved from
Transylvania and has
glowing green eyes, is
a vampire.

Taking on her
biggest challenge
yet--preventing
climate change from
destroying the
earth--Max Einstein
is pitted against a
new evil group that
would rather let the
whole world crumble
than allow her to
save the planet.



The pets of Mount
Olympus Pet Center
are a true team: They
conquer epic quests
as easily as Ares the
pug scarfs down
Mutt Nuggets and
they vanquish
enemies who are
pricklier than the
spines on Poseidon
the pu�erfish. But
when a chicken
named Hermes
shows up one day,
things take a turn,
and before the team
knows it, the Oracle
has spoken and the
mysterious Trials of
Hairy-Clees begin!
Who will become top
god?


